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I. THE PROBLEM OF REDUNDANCY REVIEW

The petitions for review that the Patent Office receives under the America Invents Act (AIA) all share a common goal: to reevaluate the validity of patents that the agency previously issued. These proceedings include inter partes review, covered business method review, and post-grant review. The AIA mechanisms for reviewing patent validity are the latest in a broader administrative error correction regime that dates back to 1980. This Article explores and evaluates a controversial practice that the Patent Office undertook beginning early in the post-AIA regime: the practice of denying otherwise meritorious requests for review on what the Office termed “redundant” grounds.

The controversy over redundancy-based rejections had several sources. One was that making such rejections required the Patent Office to decide petitions piecemeal—and, indeed, the agency claimed that power for itself—
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...even though it was not clear that this power lay within the statute. Another source was that the Patent Office persistently declined to explain what, in the agency's view, did or did not constitute redundancy. Still another source was that the Patent Office resisted Federal Circuit oversight of this practice by claiming unreviewable discretion as part of a larger campaign of self-immunization. This confluence of problematic agency choices has generated other, related controversies with AIA review as well, with a mixed record of success for the Patent Office. Yet while redundancy-based rejection now seems to be ebbing as a matter of agency policy, the underlying structural conditions that gave rise to the practice still persist and repay closer analytical and doctrinal scrutiny. This Article offers that scrutiny and discusses ways forward for AIA review.

A. THE NEED FOR PATENT VALIDITY REVIEW

The need for correcting the errors of patent examination has been well documented in the literature. Applicants who submit their inventions for review in the Patent Office enjoy a statutory presumption of patentability, and it is the patent examiner who bears the burden of establishing that a patent should not issue. Compounding this procedural asymmetry, patent examination itself is conducted in ex parte fashion between the examiner and the applicant, with little third-party involvement or adversarial vetting of the merits of the application. In the ex parte setting, patent applicants possess the greatest amount of information pertaining to what they have actually invented and how best to practice the invention, and are otherwise in the best position to obtain such information efficiently. Examiners, by contrast, face significant

1. 35 U.S.C. § 101 (2012) (providing that anyone who invents something that fits into one of the broadly defined categories of eligible subject matter generally “may obtain a patent therefor” so long as certain requirements are satisfied); § 102 (providing that “[a] person shall be entitled to a patent unless...” (emphasis added)). For a detailed discussion, and normative critique, of this preference in favor of patent applicants, see generally Sean B. Seymore, The Presumption of Patentability, 97 MINN. L. REV. 990 (2013).

2. Historically, there was no third-party involvement or even third-party knowledge of patent examination, as such proceedings were confidential. It was only after the 1999 American Inventors Protection Act that patent applications became subject to publication, 18 months after filing, for the benefit of the public. Pub. L. No. 106-113, Subtitle E (1999). More recently, the Patent Office has conducted a series of pilot programs through its Peer-to-Patent initiative through which examiners accept public input bearing on the patentability of pending applications. See generally PEER TO PATENT, www.peertopatent.org/ [https://perma.cc/AC2U-E9AR] (last visited Nov. 13, 2018).

3. R. Polk Wagner, Reconsidering Estoppel: Patent Administration and the Failure of Festo, 151 U. PA. L. REV. 159, 213–14 (2002). Professor Wagner likens the asymmetry of information in patent examination to the economics of bargaining under incomplete information. The most important implication of this phenomenon is that it allows strategic behavior by the participant who is most well-informed—here, the patent applicant—and that this strategic behavior is
time and resource constraints in their task of fully characterizing the existing state of technical knowledge and evaluating the invention at hand against that body of knowledge to determine whether it is, indeed, patentable. Finally, patents readily enter the world once they issue, but denied applications are appealable to the administrative tribunal of the Patent Office and thereafter to the federal courts. As a result, even if the likelihoods of improper patent grants and improper patent denials were theoretically equal, the availability of appeal for denials would limit the risk of false negatives while the risk of false positives would remain. As it is, a patent's future value as a legal right is inherently unforeseeable. So is an invention's future value as a technologically and economically meaningful innovation. Taken together with those unforeseeabilities, these asymmetries in patent examination make it all but certain that patents that should not have issued, perhaps a great many, will issue.

The ex post private and social costs of these ex ante examination errors can be considerable. Patents confer broad property rights to exclude others from the full range of economic activities associated with commercializing an invention: making, selling, offering for sale, using, and importing are all prohibited without the permission of the patent owner, as is inducing another to perform one of these activities or contributing to another's performance of one of these activities. Where no meaningful economic substitutes exist in the market for a patented invention, therefore, a patent owner enjoys often privately beneficial but socially costly. Id. at 214–16.


5. These likelihoods are, of course, not likely to be equal given the other asymmetries already discussed, including the presumption of patentability, the information advantage of patent applicants, and the resource constraints of patent examiners. See supra notes 1–4 and accompanying text.


considerable market power and can set supracompetitive prices accordingly. Indeed, this static inefficiency in the market is the very thing that the patent system offers to the patent owner as a limited reward for investing ex ante in the often costly production of socially valuable technical knowledge that is embodied in the invention. Patents granted in error, however, can generate the short-term static inefficiency costs associated with market power without the attendant long-term dynamic efficiency benefits of true innovation. These effects accrue to the private benefit of the owner of the invalid patent both at the private expense of competitors and at the social expense of deadweight loss to consumers in the form of higher prices and fewer choices.

B. THE ARC OF PATENT VALIDITY REVIEW

Appreciating the risk of these private and social costs, Congress since 1980 has enacted a series of reforms aimed not only at reducing the ex ante likelihood that patents will issue in error but also at mitigating the ex post harms of patents that did issue in error. The 1980 Bayh-Dole Act made issued

10. See Alan L. Durham, Natural Laws and Inevitable Infringement, 93 MINN. L. REV. 933, 989 (2009). Cf. Einer Elhauge, Defining Better Monopolization Standards, 56 STAN. L. REV. 253, 296 n.128 (2003) (noting that "there are [reasons other than duplicability] why monopoly power might be lacking even if duplication were impossible, such as when other sorts of property confer similar advantages that prevent an owner of the nonduplicable property from raising prices above cost. For example, while patents cannot be duplicated, sometimes they lack market power because other patents provide substitutes for accomplishing the same functional goal"). The courts have recognized this economic fact as well. See, e.g., Ill. Tool Works Inc. v. Indep. Ink, Inc., 547 U.S. 28, 44-46 (2006).


15. Reforms aimed at improving the quality of examination itself have included 18-month publication and third-party input into examination proceedings, as previously noted. See supra note 2. They have also included structural changes such as making the Patent Office a fee-funded agency rather than one that relies on legislative appropriations for its budget, thereby enlarging the agency's resources and capacities. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, Pub L. No. 101-508, 104 Stat. 1388 (1990). More recent research, however, has questioned whether the reliance of the Patent Office on fees obtained from its applicants may influence the agency's incentives to grant patents based not solely on substantive merit but on
patents subject to administrative reevaluation by the same agency that issued them. Through reexamination, third parties could petition the Patent Office to consider new evidence and reconsider old evidence of patentability and determine whether the patent in question was, indeed, properly issued. As originally constituted, however, patent reexamination was conducted ex parte just as initial examination was. Thus, when the Patent Office did find a reexamination request worthy of review, the proceeding left the control of the third-party requestor and was, once again, limited to a dialogue between a self-interested patent owner and a Patent Office examiner. In short, although ex parte reexamination has certainly reflected error correction up to a point, the incentives and abilities of patent owners in such cases have been to clarify and strengthen their own patents rather than to invalidate them altogether, even where invalidation may have been the socially optimal outcome.

In response to public dissatisfaction with the ex parte limitations of reexamination, Congress in 1999 introduced adversarial reexamination by which third parties did not merely initiate Patent Office review of the validity of issued patents, but actively prosecuted the review through its conclusion. The availability of this inter partes reexamination was of particular and immediate interest to defendants in patent litigation, who had already been accused of infringing the patent, as their adversarial interests in vigorously challenging the validity of the relevant patents were well defined. From the implementation of inter partes reexamination in 2001 through its abolition and replacement by the implementation of the AIA in 2013, requests for the proceeding increasingly and predominantly originated as a defensive response to infringement litigation. In all, some 62.9% of all inter partes reexamination requests were associated with infringement litigation.

Nevertheless, though the inter partes reexamination requests that the Patent Office did receive came primarily from litigation defendants, such requests were not widely adopted as a general matter. The Patent Office received only about 2,000 requests for inter partes reexamination throughout the existence of the proceeding, as compared with some 6,700 requests for ex parte reexamination during the same period.

Usage of reexamination was shaped by interrelated factors that form the conventionally recited case for administrative adjudication: the need for expertise, the desire to avoid cost and delay, and the importance of broad access. Both ex parte and inter partes reexamination reflected these instrumental goals, but not strongly enough. By the time that a consensus had emerged around the validity review mechanisms in the AIA, the depth and detail of these administrative review proceedings were far closer to full-blown trials than to a mere repetition of Patent Office examination. Indeed, the ability of the new proceedings to serve as substitutes for court litigation was a conscious choice and oft-cited feature of the AIA.

C. The Structure of PTAB Review

In apparent vindication of this push for more trial-like administrative adjudication, usage of the AIA validity review mechanisms soon dwarfed that of the old reexamination procedures. The proceeding that the public has used most extensively so far is inter partes review. Since the proceeding became available in September 2012, challengers have filed more than 4,000 petitions for inter partes review. That is, there have already been nearly a third as many petitions for inter partes review in just four years as there have been petitions for ex parte reexamination over the last 35 years. Meanwhile, interest in

22. Id.
24. Some ready evidence of this insufficiency is simply the lack of usage of either form of reexamination as of 2011. See Vishnubhakat et al., supra note 23, at 55–58.
26. See Vishnubhakat et al., supra note 23, at 58–64 (showing that AIA patent validity review was intended—and does, in practice, largely operate—as a substitute for litigation in the Article III courts).
28. See Reexamination Information, supra note 21.
covered business method review since September 2012, was on the order of 400 petitions.\textsuperscript{29} Finally, post-grant review was on the order of about 20 petitions.\textsuperscript{30} The nature, causes, and implications of these differences in usage—as well as the particular scope of review and policy benefits that each of the proceedings offers—are the subject of ongoing empirical research.\textsuperscript{31}

The 2011 law created three major administrative proceedings: inter partes review, covered business method review, and post-grant review. Each varies in its scope for correcting the errors of patent examination, but each also has much in common with the others. Importantly, all three are susceptible to redundancy-based decision making. Although all three review proceedings are intended to correct false-positive results in patent examination, each proceeding offers a different set of error-corrections with respect to the types of patents that may be challenged and the types of legal arguments and factual evidence that may be considered. The Patent Office summarizes these differences in a helpful chart.\textsuperscript{32}

Inter partes review is available for all patents, whether issued from applications under the AIA’s “first inventor to file” system of examination or issued under the pre-AIA “first to invent” system of examination.\textsuperscript{33} A patent may be challenged only on two legal grounds: that the patented invention was anticipated by a previous invention and thus failed the novelty requirement,\textsuperscript{34} or the patented invention was obvious.\textsuperscript{35} Other substantive requirements for patentability, such as adequately disclosing the invention, are unavailable in inter partes review.\textsuperscript{36} Similarly, only certain “prior art” evidence about previous inventions that purport to show anticipation or obviousness is permitted: generally, issued patents and printed publications.\textsuperscript{37} Other evidence, such as prior offers for sale or public uses—though these would be disqualifying in patent examination—\textsuperscript{38} are not permitted in inter partes review.\textsuperscript{39}

Covered business method review is also available regardless whether the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{29} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{31} See generally Vishnumbhakat et al., supra note 23.
\item \textsuperscript{32} U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IPR, PGR, AND CBM, https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/ip/boards/bpam/aia_trial_comparison_chart.pptx [https://pema.cc/N5PU-9WHG].
\item \textsuperscript{34} See 35 U.S.C. § 102 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{35} See 35 U.S.C. § 103.
\item \textsuperscript{36} See 35 U.S.C. § 311(b).
\item \textsuperscript{37} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{38} See 35 U.S.C. § 102(a).
\item \textsuperscript{39} See 35 U.S.C. § 311(b).
\end{itemize}
patent issued from pre-AIA or post-AIA examination.\textsuperscript{40} However, review is available only for patents that claim a defined category of business methods.\textsuperscript{41} Any legal ground that is otherwise available as an invalidity defense in court is available in covered business method review.\textsuperscript{42} Corresondingly, evidence of prior invention is also broadly available so long as it is the type of prior art that was to be considered when the patent was first examined.\textsuperscript{43}

Post-grant review follows a mix of these parameters. As with inter partes review, patents from all fields are reviewable. As with covered business method review, legal grounds for challenge are broadly available and prior art is broadly permitted.\textsuperscript{44} However, only patents that issued under the post-AIA “first inventor to file” regime are subject to post-grant review.\textsuperscript{45}

What these different proceedings share are four important procedural features that are relevant to the agency’s practice of adjudicating petitions on redundancy-related grounds. First, all three forms of review originate as trial-type adversarial proceedings before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. This alone is a major difference from reexamination, which was conducted first before an examiner and then was appealed, as needed, to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences. The AIA patent validity reviews are conducted by scientifically and legally expert administrative patent judges in the first instance, and the resulting substantive judgments are appealable directly to the Federal Circuit. As a result, all three proceedings answer to the same appellate court, one that has a complex administrative-law relationship with the agency that it oversees.

Second, all three proceedings begin not as a matter of right but through petitions for review that must specify the patent claims whose validity is in question, the patentability grounds on which each challenge rests, and supporting evidence.\textsuperscript{46} The agency has authority to proceed with the review sought in a given case based on the merits of a given petition. The agency may

\textsuperscript{40} See 35 U.S.C. 321(c); AIA § 18(a)(1)(A) (2011).

\textsuperscript{41} See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29 § 18(d)(1) (2011) (defining such a patent as one “that claims a method or corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used in the practice, administration, or management of a financial product or service, except that the term does not include patents for technological inventions”).

\textsuperscript{42} See 35 U.S.C. § 321(b) (referring to defenses in 35 U.S.C. §§ 282(b)(2)–(3)).


\textsuperscript{44} See 35 U.S.C. § 321(b).


\textsuperscript{46} See 35 U.S.C. §§ 312(a), 322(a). The procedural requirements for a covered business method are the same as those for a post-grant review, including available grounds for challenge, permissible evidence, the pleading standard for the petition, and the processes by which the pre- and post-institution phases are conducted. See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29 § 18(a)(1) (2011).
institute an inter partes review only if “there is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.”  

Similarly, the agency may institute a covered business method review or post-grant review either if “it is more likely than not that at least one of the claims challenged in the petition is unpatentable” or if “the petition raises a novel or unsettled legal question that is important to other patents or patent applications.” In all cases, however, the agency’s threshold institution decision is “final and nonappealable,” regardless whether the decision is to institute review or to deny it. These nonappealability provisions are a source of considerable controversy, including a case that the Supreme Court recently decided.

Third, all three proceedings are subject to partial institution, a practice born of Patent Office regulation with no express statutory mandate. The two outcomes that the AIA contemplates for any petition seeking inter partes, covered business method, or post-grant review are that the petition be instituted or that the petition be denied. The regulations that implement the statute, however, go further and provide that the agency may “authorize the review to proceed on all or some of the challenged claims and on all or some of the grounds of unpatentability asserted for each claim.” Conversely, the regulations also provide that the agency may “deny some or all grounds for unpatentability for some or all of the challenged claims.” For all three types of petitions, the denial by the agency of a particular ground for challenge is deemed a “decision not to institute” the petition on that ground. The effect of this declared equivalence—between the denial of a ground and the denial of a petition as to that ground—is to invoke the nonappealability provisions of the organic statute that renders a decision “whether to institute” insulated from judicial review. The assumption of authority by the Patent Office to make partial institutions is a source of further controversy and represents an additional and necessary doctrinal step toward adjudicating petitions based on whether grounds within a given petition are redundant to each other.

47. 35 U.S.C. § 314(a).
49. 35 U.S.C. § 324(b).
50. 35 U.S.C. §§ 314(d), 324(e).
52. See 35 U.S.C. §§ 314(a), 324(a).
53. 37 C.F.R. § 42.108(a) (2018) (providing for partial institution in inter partes review); 37 C.F.R. § 42.300(a) (providing that the procedures governing partial institution in post-grant review apply as well to covered business method review).
54. 37 C.F.R. §§ 42.108(b), 42.208(b).
55. 37 C.F.R. §§ 42.108(b), 42.208(b).
56. 35 U.S.C. §§ 314(d), 324(e).
Fourth, all three proceedings trigger robust forms of estoppel against petitioners both with respect to future administrative proceedings within the Patent Office and with respect to litigation in other fora. For any inter partes review that results in a final written decision regarding the validity of a particular patent claim, the party that sought the review is estopped to challenge the validity of that patent claim again. Estoppel applies equally to challenges in Patent Office review proceedings and to civil actions in the federal courts and in International Trade Commission proceedings. It also applies equally to grounds for challenge that the petitioner actually raised and to grounds that the petitioner reasonably could have raised during the inter partes review. An exactly analogous estoppel provision governs post-grant reviews as well. Covered business method reviews, meanwhile, do trigger estoppel both as to grounds that the petitioner actually raised and grounds that the petitioner reasonably could have raised, but only in future administrative proceedings in the Patent Office, not in future civil actions in the federal courts or in International Trade Commission proceedings. In light of this robust framework of estoppel for all three review proceedings, the specter of petitioners being forever barred from vindicating their substantive arguments in the future—while also being denied the chance to present some of their substantive arguments to the Patent Office in the present—is foremost among the harms from the Patent Office practice of adjudicating petitions based on redundancy.

These procedural similarities among inter partes review, covered business method review, and post-grant review are significant because they evince an intent by Congress that procedural interpretations regarding one type of proceeding will likely resolve the issue in the same way for all three. Indeed, the Patent Office practice of adjudicating petitions based on whether some grounds are redundant to others originated in a covered business method review decision and was quickly adopted into inter partes review decisions as

60. See 35 U.S.C. § 325(e).
62. See generally NORMAN J. SINGER & J.D. SHAMBE SINGER, 2B SUTHERLAND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION § 51:2 (7th ed.) (explaining that where “previous statutes relating to the same subject” are in force, “the new provision is presumed to accord with the legislative policy embodied in those prior statutes”); see also id. at § 51:3 (explaining that statutes that are in pari materia, i.e., that have the same purpose as to the same subject matter as each other, ought to be interpreted in light of one another).
Likewise, currently pending disputes over the scope of the nonappealability statute in inter partes review are widely expected to set broad precedents for covered business method and post-grant review as well.\(^6\) for an identical provision governs the latter proceedings as well.\(^6\) Accordingly, the nature of redundancy-based decision making by the Patent Office, its consequences, and ultimately its defensibility as a doctrine apply across all three types of patent validity review proceedings.

D. **THE REJECTION OF REDUNDANT GROUNDS**

The Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) has used the talisman of redundancy to choose between legal grounds for invalidity as well as to choose between factual predicates for invalidity arguments, such as prior art references. Although choosing between duplicative factual evidence is potentially more defensible than choosing between legal grounds, neither is authorized by statute in quite the way that the agency has done.

Redundancy of legal arguments is, to some extent, inherent in the legal requirements for patentability.\(^6\) Patent law requires broadly that the invention must reflect patent-eligible subject matter.\(^6\) Beyond this, the invention must satisfy two sets of substantive criteria: innovation-related requirements and disclosure-related requirements.\(^6\) To ensure innovation, an invention must be

---

useful, new, and nonobvious. To ensure disclosure, the patent specification must enable a reader to make and use the invention, must describe the invention well enough to show that the inventor actually possessed the invention as claimed, and must claim the invention precisely enough that the boundaries of the legal right are definite. All of these requirements are evaluated from the standpoint of the fictive person having ordinary skill in the relevant art. This fictive person, in turn, is presumed to be familiar with the state of relevant knowledge and prior art in that technology.

Thus, one may easily imagine, for example, analytical overlap between innovation-related requirements such as novelty and nonobviousness. Both compare the invention at hand to the preexisting body of technical knowledge and ask whether the invention is sufficiently different from what came before. Novelty may be the easier hurdle to clear because all of the invention’s essential features must be present in a single prior reference to defeat novelty. By contrast, a challenger may rely on a combination of prior art references to show that an invention—though new—would have been obvious. Nevertheless, because an invention is patentable only if it satisfies every requirement, prevailing on any single ground for challenge is enough for invalidation. In that sense, a petition for review that challenges novelty and nonobviousness makes redundant arguments. One might proceed with novelty and ignore nonobviousness, or vice-versa, and reach the same bottom-line outcome of invalidity.

Meanwhile, it may seem less inherently problematic to dismiss as redundant the factual predicates of a case, such as prior art. This is because, where the available evidence points to a determinate conclusion, additional evidence is simply unnecessary and offers diminishing marginal adjudicatory benefits relative to the costs. For example, a petitioner seeking inter partes review may argue that the first claim of a patent is invalid for lack of novelty, and offer three prior art references each of which purportedly anticipates the

---

74. Id.
75. See 35 U.S.C. § 112(b).
77. See id. at 932 (citing In re Winslow, 365 F.2d 1017, 1020 (C.C.P.A. 1966) (conjuring an inventor “working in his shop with the prior art references—which he is presumed to know—hanging on the walls around him”).
79. See In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 986 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
claim. As anticipation must be proven on the basis of a single reference—i.e.,
every element of the claimed invention must be present in the asserted
reference—the PTAB might institute review on novelty grounds based only
on one reference, perhaps what it considers the strongest reference. The other
novelty-defeating references would not be considered but instead rejected as
redundant. As with legal redundancy, such a choice may seem intuitively
reasonable, especially as a matter of case management, which the AIA
specifically entrusts to the PTAB.80

The problem with these intuitions, however, has been their uneasy basis in
the statutory text. Perhaps worse is the Patent Office’s stance until recently
against defending its redundancy-based decision making or even
acknowledging its analytical content. A clearly elucidated doctrine of
redundancy might well have been within the powers of the PTAB—and if not,
the Federal Circuit could have provided correction and oversight from the
start. Instead, the agency started from an expansive position of absolute
immunity both from judicial review and from an obligation to explain, in a
prospective manner by which it could later be held to account, just what it
meant by redundancy.

II. THE SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM

As a result, it was predictable—and PTAB petitioners did predict at the
time—that rejections for redundancy would introduce new uncertainty into
AIA review through the estoppel provisions. If a petitioner failed to include
any grounds or arguments in its petition, it would be estopped to raise them in
later court or agency proceedings as matter that it “reasonably could have
raised.”81 But if the petitioner did include those grounds and the PTAB
rejected them as redundant, then estoppel might attach as matter that the
petitioner actually “raised.”82 Until estoppel effects could be clarified, their
uncertain application based on PTAB actions beyond the petitioner’s control
presented a chilling effect upon the ability of petitioners to challenge the
validity of patents in the very ways that the AIA provides.83

80. See 35 U.S.C. §§ 315(d), 325(d).
81. 35 U.S.C. §§ 315(e), 325(e).
82. 35 U.S.C. §§ 315(e), 325(e).
817 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (Nos. 2015-1116, 2015-1119), 2015 WL 227464, at *65–68
[hereinafter Shaw Brief].
A. The Claim to Absolute Judicial Unreviewability

The clearest expression of the initial Patent Office position on redundancy-based screening of PTAB petitions came in Shaw Industries Group, Inc. v. Automated Creel Systems, Inc.\(^8\) In that case, Shaw sought inter partes review on all twenty-one claims of Automated Creel's U.S. Patent No. 7,806,360.\(^8\) In support, Shaw advanced fifteen grounds, each a combination of a particular legal basis (§ 102 or § 103), certain prior art, and the particular patent claim to which it applied.\(^8\) The PTAB granted review, as it often has, piecemeal. Most, but not all, of the challenged patent claims were accepted for review.\(^8\) Some, but not all, of the asserted grounds were accepted for review.\(^8\) Specifically, the PTAB rejected the argument that U.S. Patent No. 4,515,328 by inventor Payne anticipated claims 6, 7, 13, 15–18, and 21 of Automated Creel's '360 Patent.\(^9\) The PTAB found this argument redundant in light of other arguments that these claims were obvious in light of other prior art.\(^9\) Thus, the conclusion seemed to reflect legal as well as factual redundancy.

But there was no way to be sure. Shaw disputed the PTAB's conclusion that an anticipation challenge under Payne was, in fact, redundant to the obviousness challenges, and also disputed the PTAB's authority to deem grounds redundant at all.\(^9\) Rather than engage with the conclusion of redundancy or explain its reasoning, the Patent Office on appeal proposed that the Federal Circuit lacked jurisdiction even to consider the practice.\(^9\)

"[T]here is no 'redundancy doctrine,'" the agency said: such terminology was merely "to explain the notion of streamlining the IPR proceedings for efficiency reasons."\(^9\) The decision whether to institute was unreviewable under 35 U.S.C. § 314(d), which provides that such a decision is "final and nonappealable."\(^9\) The agency's brief cited further to the Federal Circuit panel decision in In re CuoZ.Zo,\(^9\) which would later be affirmed by the Supreme

8. 817 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
9. See id. at 1295–96.
8. See id. at 1296.
8. See id.
8. See id. at 1296–97.
9. See id.
10. See id.
9. See id. at 1298.
9. Id. at *17.
9. Id. at *16.
95. 778 F.3d 1271 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
Importantly, the Patent Office rooted its argument of efficiency and streamlined proceedings in §§ 316(b) and 326(b), which look to “the efficient administration of the Office, and the ability of the Office to timely complete proceedings.”

It did not look to § 325(d), which provides expressly that, “in determining whether to institute or order a proceeding under this chapter, chapter 30, or chapter 31, the Director may take into account whether, and reject the petition or request because, the same or substantially the same prior art or arguments previously were presented to the Office.”

This choice is puzzling because § 325(d) seems much more squarely relevant to the concern of duplicative prior art or arguments. The likely answer lies in the agency’s self-conferred power to institute petitions piecemeal, a PTAB practice that dates from the earliest days of AIA review.

Shaw asserts that the Board cannot institute an IPR proceeding on some, but not all, grounds proposed. That is, according to Shaw, the Board must institute a trial on all grounds presented in an IPR petition. In essence, Shaw challenges the Board’s institution decision, which is not reviewable by this Court. The part of the IPR that is reviewable is the Board’s decision with respect to the “patentability of any patent claim challenged by the petitioner” which is limited to those grounds for which the Board instituted the IPR.

Thus, the Patent Office conceptualized its power to reject redundant grounds as simply a specific instance of its power to pick and choose elements of a petition to institute, and connected this partial institution power to the nonappealability statute.

Although the panel majority accepted this view, Judge Reyna issued a strongly worded concurrence expressing grave concerns that the Patent Office’s “claim to unchecked discretionary authority is unprecedented.” In his view, the trouble was not necessarily that the agency asserted the power to differentiate between original grounds and redundant ones, but that the agency altogether declined to give “any reasoned basis why or how the denied grounds are redundant”—indeed, it claimed immunity from being judicially compelled to do so. Importantly, Judge Reyna also questioned the majority’s conclusion that the grounds on which the PTAB had denied institution would simply not be subject to estoppel, noting instead that the issue of whether estoppel

---

98. 35 U.S.C. § 325(d).
99. 35 U.S.C. § 314(d); Cuozzo, 778 F.3d at 1276–77.
100. Shaw Brief, supra note 83, at *58–75.
102. Id. at 1302.
103. See id. at 1299–300.
applies “is not for the Board or the PTO to decide. Nor is it for us [the Federal Circuit] to decide in the first instance”—but rather is for a district court or the ITC to decide. 104

B. INCONSISTENCY WITH THE POWER TO INSTITUTE

This expansive view by the Patent Office of its own authority is questionable for three related statutory reasons. First is that the AIA’s provisions for instituting on a petition establish only necessary conditions for whether review should be granted, not sufficient conditions. Second is that the question of whether review should be had is analytically distinguishable from the extent and scope of that review. Third is that although the PTAB enjoys some insulation from judicial review, that insulation is not—indeed, cannot be—as far-reaching as the Patent Office has suggested.

In general, the Director “may not authorize [review] . . . unless” the specified criteria are met, namely an adequate likelihood of success on the merits of the petition. 105 In post-grant review, one may establish instead the existence of a “novel or unsettled legal question” instead of a likelihood of success 106—but one of these two must be shown. Because the statute does not enumerate any sufficient conditions, the Patent Office cannot point to the statute as approving its claimed power to police and reject redundant grounds. At most, the statute gives discretion to specify what the sufficient conditions for review ought to be, 107 though the exercise of that discretion, of course, requires reasonableness and reason-giving under conventional administrative law principles. 108

The difficulties continue. The ability to decide “whether to institute . . . review” 109 may be a binary power as it seems on its face to be. Or it may contain

104. Id. at 1305 (Reyna, J., concurring).
106. 35 U.S.C. § 324(b).
108. See, e.g., Cass Sunstein, Chevrons Step Zero, 92 VA. L. REV. 187, 226–27 (2006) (arguing that the Supreme Court’s approach to judicial deference in the Christensen, Mead, and Barnhart cases “would ensure that agency interpretations would receive Chevrons deference only if they were a product of procedures that increase the likelihood of reasoned decision-making”); Thomas W. Merrill & Kristin E. Hickman, Chevrons Domain, 89 GEO. L.J. 833, 885 (2001) (explaining that “norms of reasoned decision-making will compel the decisionmaker to provide an explanation for the agency’s resolution of the issue”). To put the point another way, the Patent Office can read the statute as giving it discretion but must then subject itself to judicial review in order to ensure that the agency is adequately satisfying its obligations to explain itself. Alternatively, the Patent Office can argue for absolute immunity from judicial review, but it must then be prepared to limit that extraordinary autonomy only to powers clearly enumerated in the statute. The agency cannot have it both ways.
within it the lesser power to institute as to some, but not all, portions of a petition as the agency’s regulations provide. Again, the statute does not unequivocally give the power to make partial institutions, just as it does not unequivocally specify sufficient conditions for deciding whether to institute. Thus, again, the Patent Office cannot point to the statute as approving its practice. At most, the statute by its ambiguity might be read to give discretion for choosing between a binary power over institution or a lesser-included power to make partial institutions. But exercising this discretion, too, would require reasonableness and reason-giving.

Thus, an unaccountable agency power to reject redundant grounds does not seem viable. The Patent Office’s response to this in Shaw Industries and other cases has been that although conventions of reason-giving and, indeed, administrative law’s broad presumption in favor of reviewability would ordinarily require judicial oversight and agency explanation, the AIA specifically superseded these default rules. In Cuozzo, the Supreme Court held not only that the PTAB’s decision whether to institute was unreviewable but also that other “closely tied” issues such as clarity or adequacy of evidence in the petition are also entrusted to the agency’s evaluative discretion, unreviewable by the courts.

The problem with applying Cuozzo expansively to institution-related decisions is not that it is difficult, but that it is too easy. Because the basic necessary criterion for institution is a likelihood of success on the merits of the case, every aspect of the eventual adjudication has potential overlaps and parallels with the initial institution decision. Thus, for example, the Patent Office has argued in the past that the one-year deadline within the filing of an infringement lawsuit, after which a petition for inter partes review cannot be instituted, is not an exogenous statutory constraint on agency power but merely another part of the institution decision—and insulated from review accordingly. The agency has argued even that the PTAB obligation to issue final written decisions on the validity of challenged patent claims is constrained

111. This choice is no longer hypothetical, as the Supreme Court in SAS Inst., Inc. v. Iancu has now held that § 314(a) unambiguously forbids partial institution. See 138 S. Ct. 1348, 1360 (2018).
by this discretionary and unreviewable power at the institution stage.\footnote{116} In other words, taken to its conclusion, the Patent Office view of its insulation from judicial review extends up to and including merits adjudications even though these are plainly reviewable.\footnote{117}

The key downstream implication of the Patent Office’s position is a particularly difficult dilemma. If these issues of sufficient conditions to institute, the power to make partial institutions, and the power to self-define adjudicatory obligations are all so related to institution that judicial review is unavailable, then the agency’s opaque non-doctrine of redundancy could persist indefinitely with no correction or clarity. The only safety valve that might trigger judicial intervention would be a problem of constitutional magnitude, as the Court noted in \textit{Cuozzo}.\footnote{118}

Indeed, such a constitutional defect is quite possible. An application of estoppel that denied the petitioner both a meaningful opportunity to make arguments in the PTAB, due to a redundancy rejection, and an opportunity to make the arguments later in court or the ITC\footnote{119} would probably run afoul of due process. However, the canon of constitutional avoidance counsels that the estoppel provision be construed to avoid the due process problem.\footnote{120} In other words, a court adjudicating estoppel in this context would be obliged to tolerate the problem of rejecting redundant grounds rather than face the constitutional implications in a way that could enable judicial review of the underlying problem.

C. WHERE CHEVRON BREAKS DOWN

The importance of these points about statutory ambiguity and the agency’s broad view of its own discretion is that reasoned decision making is intimately connected to the availability of judicial review. Under the familiar two-step \textit{Chevron} framework, for example, an agency is entitled to deference where it (1) administers an ambiguous statute and (2) adopts an interpretation that is

\footnote{116. See, e.g., SAS Inst., Inc. v. ComplementSoft, LLC, 825 F. 3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2016). In brief, the argument is that although the obligation to write final written decisions plainly exists and the final written decisions themselves are plainly subject to judicial review, the PTAB can nevertheless narrow the scope of those final written decisions through its unreviewable power to institute on some claims and not on others. Thus, what is plainly reviewable may still potentially be at least partly unreviewable.}

\footnote{117. Vishnubhakat, supra note 114, at 1079–80.}

\footnote{118. \textit{Cuozzo}, 136 S. Ct. at 2141.}

\footnote{119. See supra notes 81–83 and accompanying text.}

\footnote{120. See generally Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Fla. Gulf Coast Bldg. & Const. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568 (1988) (explaining that “where an otherwise acceptable construction of a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to avoid such problems”).}
reasonable. Similarly, under the familiar Chenery doctrine, a court evaluating the propriety of an agency action can rest its evaluation only on reasons that the agency itself has given—not on any justifications that the court itself might think appropriate—and this presupposes that judicial review is available. The redundancy-based reasoning of the Patent Office would be much less problematic, both practically and theoretically, if ordinary judicial oversight were available to correct it. However, in addition to Chevron deference for legal interpretations made during patent validity review, the Patent Office also now enjoys a far rarer prize in administrative law: an express statutory grant of virtually unreviewable discretion on certain issues. The result is a framework in which one deference inquiry depends recursively on another, a notable new anomaly of administrative process.

The basic idea of “recursive deference” is as follows. The two-step Chevron analysis requires Chenery to be satisfied at step two. That is, a court may find an agency action reasonable, and thus worthy of Chevron deference, only by evaluating the agency’s own reasoning under Chenery. Yet Chenery and Chevron both presuppose the availability of judicial review, and agency actions are sometimes accorded absolute deference with no judicial review at all. In such cases, eventual Chevron deference for an agency action requires a second analysis into the underlying question of absolute deference to the action. The same problem may arise—indeed, does arise—with two interrelated agency actions, one of which receives absolute deference, with no judicial review, and the other within Chevron’s ordinary domain. The scope of the unreviewable agency action may be broad enough, or the relation between the two agency actions may be close enough, that the ostensibly reviewable action that is being considered for Chevron must be analyzed recursively to determine whether absolute deference attaches or else review is truly available.

It is a new and open question of judicial policy whether recursive deference offers benefits worth the costs. What follows is an analytical account of recursive deference within the broader framework of judicial review of agency action, as well as of the observed effects of recursive deference in patent law. This account begins with three major categories in the administrative law of deference. The first two pertain to cases where courts give agencies absolute deference by abstaining altogether from judicial review. The third pertains to cases where courts review agency action with varying degrees of intensity. These familiar categories not only are a yardstick for patent exceptionalism but also form the analytical raw material for the current state of affairs in the Patent

Office, where a question of deference on one issue now often turns on a second, recursive question of deference on a different issue.

III. THE PTAB'S PLACE IN JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

It is well to be clear at the outset that the discussion to follow regards unreviewability of agency action as a form of deference—indeed, the most extreme form. This may seem odd, and a more intuitive view might be that deference is possible only if review can be had at all. The reason to consider unreviewability as part of a spectrum of deference is that this is largely what courts have done. The law governing judicial review of agency action, especially what makes agency actions unreviewable, speaks functionally and at times quite pragmatically about issues such as partial unreviewability, engaging in review to decide whether review is proper, and reconciling the Administrative Procedure Act's (APA's) apparent insulation of agency discretion with the APA's command to set aside abuses of agency discretion.

A. ACTIONS UNREVIEWABLE BY STATUTE

The APA provides a baseline of judicial review for agency actions but defers completely to the agency where a review-preclusion statute applies or where the action is committed to agency discretion by law. Statutes that purport to preclude review pose two notable interpretive challenges as to whether they insulate specific agency actions. The interpretive challenge may be in discovering what Congress intended through its legislative act or in determining the level of generality at which the agency's action is to be considered.

As to Congressional intent, statutes are often clear either in affording review or in precluding it, but certain close cases do recur. These may include legislative silence about judicial review where review would be disruptive or preclusion of judicial review generally with little to say about unusual fact scenarios. Close cases may also include the paradoxical situation where Congress specifically affords review and raises the possibility that the enumeration of certain mechanisms implies the exclusion of others.

This last is paradoxical because it can turn a review-granting statute on its head to justify denying review. It is also potentially problematic for Congress because it may require the legislator to specify in detail, even impossible detail, when judicial review is to be available. Moreover, the canon of implied exclusion could easily cut the other way so that courts read review-precluding statutes to say that the enumeration of certain preclusions leaves a great many other agency actions still reviewable.

The current solution to this ambiguity is a substantive presumption in favor of judicial review over agency actions. Since the Supreme Court first articulated the presumption in *Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner*, a statute that purports to preclude judicial review of agency action may do so only by "clear and convincing" indications that Congress so intended. To be clear and convincing, in turn, evidence of intent to preclude review must be "fairly discernible" in the detail of the legislative scheme.

Moreover, adjacent to the substantive presumption in favor of judicial review is the so-called "common law of preclusion," a common law that governs the content of preclusion statutes by protecting certain types of agency action against review preclusion more vigorously than others. For example, constitutionally oriented challenges to agency action are virtually unreachable by statutes to preclude judicial review. Legal challenges are less stringently protected against unreviewable agency discretion than constitutional ones are, but are still difficult to insulate from review. Meanwhile, factual challenges receive still less protection and so are most susceptible to preclusion statutes.

The mechanisms by which a statute precludes review may, of course, vary greatly. Beyond the simple case of expressly precluding review of a well-defined agency action, Congress may, for example, insulate agencies by legislating the timing of judicial review. Indeed, the fallout from the *Abbott* on the interpretive canon of "expressio unius est exclusio alterius," literally that "to express or include one thing implies the exclusion of the other, or of the alternative." *Black's Law Dictionary* (10th ed. 2014).


133. Id. at 141; Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct. 2131, 2140 (2016).


decision itself reflected just this approach. Prior to *Abbott*, certain Food and Drug Administration regulations were statutorily subject to pre-enforcement review in the courts, though the regulations at issue in the case were not. Instead, argued the FDA Commissioner, the regulations at issue were reviewable only in the context of a final order based on the rule. The Court disagreed and allowed pre-enforcement review even of the regulations unenumerated by Congress, explaining that “[t]he right to review is too important to be excluded on such slender and indeterminate evidence of legislative intent” as the canon of implied exclusion.

Subsequently, however, Congress enacted “a series of agency jurisdictional statutes that turned Abbott full circle by limiting judicial review [exclusively] to the pre-enforcement stage.” The upshot of this legislation was to keep the outcome of *Abbott* intact—that is, to allow pre-enforcement review of the sort that the petitioners had sought and the Court had granted—but to reclaim for Congress the power to “control the timing of access to the courts as it had successfully done in pre-*Abbott* days.”

Apart from whether Congress truly intended to preclude review, the other notable interpretive difficulty with preclusion statutes is the level of generality at which to conceptualize the agency action that a court may insulate or scrutinize. Congress may try to legislate with precision what general or particular agency action it wishes to make reviewable or unreviewable. The Court, too, has held that preclusion must not extend beyond the issues Congress intended to insulate. Nevertheless, the presumption of reviewability, in its current form, gives interpreting courts much freedom to frame an agency action broadly or narrowly to further jurisprudential or normative goals. Part of this freedom comes from the open-ended nature of the presumption itself. Whether evidence that is discernible from the legislative scheme is sufficiently clear and convincing has been an elastic enough standard that review has sometimes been precluded even without express statutory text and has sometimes been allowed even in spite of preclusionary statutory text.
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141. *Abbott*, 387 U.S. at 141 (citing LOUIS JAFFE, JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 357 (1965)).
143. *Id.*
More fundamentally, however, judicial freedom to frame agency actions broadly or narrowly with an eye toward the normative desirability of judicial review reflects larger concerns about the rule of law and the separation of powers. One may reasonably suppose, for example, that judicial suspicion of arbitrary or unaccountable agency abuses would tend to produce narrow framings of agency action when construing statutes that preclude review and broad framings when construing statutes that afford review. Seeing itself as a guardian of individuals’ rights to “claim the protection of the laws,” such a court would be skeptical of an executive that would insulate itself from scrutiny, of a Congress that would broadly delegate the executive the tools to do so, and of the meager power that would remain for “the judicial department to say what the law is.”

Conversely, one may suppose that judicial confidence in the democratic legitimacy and institutional competence of agencies, especially agencies with relevant technical expertise, would produce the opposite framings. Where statutes purport to preclude review, the insulated agency action would be viewed more broadly; where they afford review, more narrowly. The salience of the level-of-generality problem is that it is independent of the substantive presumption of reviewability. A court obliged to apply a clear and strong presumption may nevertheless be able to expose an agency to review simply by defining the insulated agency action narrowly, and vice-versa.

These two interpretive challenges for preclusion statutes—ascertaining the preclusionary intent of Congress and conceptualizing the agency action in question—matter because administrative law itself views agency action recursively. The APA defines the term “agency action” broadly to include “the whole or a part of an agency rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent or denial thereof, or failure to act.” In other words, an agency’s ultimate conclusion on a disputed issue is an agency action; each underlying argument that supports the ultimate conclusion is an agency action; the doctrinal elements of each underlying argument are all agency actions; and so on. This recursive definition has important implications for judicial review of the actions of the Patent Office.


148. Marbury, 5 U.S. at 177.

149. Indeed, this approach might also be reconciled with the separation of powers if it were conceded that the proper judicial role is rather narrower and that “some interests are not intended to be protected by courts.” Sandra Day O’Connor, Reflections on Preclusion of Judicial Review in England and the United States, 27 WM. & MARY L. REV. 643, 644 (1986) (arguing that this is, in fact, the case as a descriptive matter).

B. ACTIONS COMMITTED TO AGENCY DISCRETION

By contrast to preclusion statutes under 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(1), unreviewability based on agency discretion under § 701(a)(2) rests not on a court's respect for a Congressional mandate against judicial review but rather on a court's respect for traditions of abstaining from review of certain types of action.\(^{151}\) The contours of that judicial self-restraint are shaped, in turn, by two sets of considerations: extrinsically, the availability and adequacy of standards by which judicial review could even proceed; more intrinsically, the nature or attributes of the agency action itself.\(^{152}\) Agency actions that are intrinsically beyond judicial review or that have attributes that counsel unreviewability for historical or constitutional reasons are outside the scope of this Article. For the present discussion of recursive deference, it is having appropriate standards for judicial review that is important.

The importance of manageable standards reflects the familiar doctrine that agency action should not be deemed unreviewably committed to agency discretion unless the relevant statute is “drawn in such broad terms that in a given case there is no law to apply.”\(^{153}\) The animating principle of this doctrine is that, where Congress gave courts no way to assess agency action—i.e., to engage in meaningful judicial review, there Congress did not intend for courts to be involved at all.\(^{154}\) In view of the presumption in favor of reviewability, the set of cases where courts have no role to play and “no law to apply” is now understood to be small.\(^{155}\)

Where to find a judicial role or manageable standard, meanwhile, goes

\(^{151}\) Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 832–33 (1985). See also Levin, supra note 135, at 691. How much of this tradition, particularly pre-APA precedent, courts should use when determining whether an action is “committed to agency discretion” is contested, especially whether courts ought to make this determination in common-law fashion. 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(2); see also Gillian E. Metzger, Embracing Administrative Common Law, 80 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1293 (2012) (arguing that the common law approach has persisted and, indeed, is both institutionally desirable and constitutionally sound); see generally John F. Duffy, Administrative Common Law in Judicial Review, 77 TEX. L. REV. 113 (1998) (offering an extensive historical discussion and identifying a trend away from a common law method to a statutory method in the law governing judicial review of agency actions).


\(^{154}\) See KOCH & MURPHY, supra note 152, at § 12:12.

\(^{155}\) Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 410; Heckler, 470 U.S. at 830 (reiterating and quoting from Overton Park). The Court in Overton Park did recognize that the scope of § 701(a)(2) had previously been “the subject of extensive commentary.” 401 U.S. at 410 n.23 (citing leading scholarly articles by Professors Raoul Berger, Harvey Saferstein, and Kenneth Culp Davis).
beyond the statutory text alone and often includes legislative history or the
overall statutory scheme. Such evidence is surely most likely to be compelling
if Congress places it in the statutory text. Nevertheless, the ability to look to
the overall framework that Congress has enacted is a sensible parallel to the
Court’s related instruction for evaluating preclusion statutes under § 701(a)(1),
to find “clear and convincing” indications that are “‘fairly discernible’ in the
detail of the legislative scheme,” not solely in the statutory text.

Somewhat surprisingly, law to apply that is manageable enough to enable
judicial review may come even from the agency itself, i.e., from the agency’s
own regulation, and at least one circuit court decision has inferred adequate
law to apply from an agency’s “established policies.” This is surprising
because it seems to put the legitimacy of judicial review at least partly into the
hands of the agency that would be subject to review, which would seem to be
in tension with the separation of powers.

This is not to overstate the point: at most, the agency’s regulation or
established policy would be a sufficient condition for judicial review, not a
necessary one. In other words, the agency could not insulate itself where
Congress had intended review to be available, but could expose itself to review
though Congress apparently committed the action to the agency’s discretion.
Still, allowing courts to look inside an agency for law to apply is of potential
concern because promulgating clear, manageable regulations and policies may
expose an agency to review where it would otherwise be insulated. Such a
scenario is likely to arise only when the legislative materials—text, history,
etc.—suggest unreviewability, leaving courts with only the agency’s own

156. See, e.g., Mount Evans Co. v. Madigan, 14 F.3d 1444, 1452–53 (10th Cir. 1994).
157. See, e.g., Int’l Longshoremen’s & Warehousemen’s Union v. Meese, 891 F.2d 1374,
1379–80 (9th Cir. 1989).
158. See Webster v. Doe, 486 U.S. 592, 615–16 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Although Justice
Scalia ultimately disagreed with the Court’s holding that the firing of former CIA employee
John Doe was reviewable for constitutional defects, he agreed with the Court’s more general
analysis about commitment to agency discretion. By that analysis, the statute granting the
Director of Central Intelligence discretion to fire any employee did suggest that Congress had
committed such firings to the CIA’s discretion under § 701(a)(2). Indeed, for Justice Scalia the
text was conclusive, making it “difficult to conceive of a statutory scheme that more clearly
reflects that ‘commit[ment] to agency discretion by law’ to which § 701(a)(2) refers.” Id. at 616.
1987).
162. Socop-Gonzalez v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 208 F.3d 838, 844 (9th Cir.
2000). Although the Ninth Circuit subsequently reheard the case en banc, the order granting
en banc review did not vacate the panel decision but merely spoke to its precedential value
within the circuit. See Socop-Gonzalez v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 229 F.3d 860
(9th Cir. 2000) (en banc).
practices to consider.

The potential chilling effect that this type of agency-based judicial search for law to apply may have upon clear agency rule-making and policy-making is underscored by two things. One is the inter-circuit consensus it appears to command, with support from decisions in the First, Third, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and D.C. Circuits. The other is Supreme Court dicta that even an agency’s unfettered discretion may, through the agency’s own practice, subsequently be constrained so forbid the agency to make an “irrational departure” from that practice. This chilling effect is not merely an academic concern but already appears to be manifesting in Patent Office resistance to calls for clarity in certain parts of its decision making apparatus that are questionable and otherwise potentially unreviewable.

C. ACTIONS REVIEWABLE WITH DEFFERENCE

Whereas the preceding discussion has set out the conditions under which courts give absolute deference to agency actions by abstaining from judicial review, the more common understanding of deference is review that affirmatively evaluates agency action and leaves it intact even if the reviewing court itself might have reached a different outcome. Some of the doctrinal

163. See Mass. Pub. Interest Research Grp., Inc. v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm’n, 852 F.2d 9, 10 (1st Cir. 1988) (holding that the Commission’s decision is not reviewable because there is no meaningful standard for review in agency regulations).

164. See Chong v. Dir., U.S. Info. Agency, 821 F.2d 171, 175 (3d Cir. 1987) (holding that judicial review is available for the Agency’s decision because there is “law to apply” as set forth in the agency’s regulations).

165. See Diebold v. United States, 947 F.2d 787, 790 (6th Cir. 1991) (holding that judicial review is available because there are standards guiding the agency action and the judicial review of the action).

166. See Head Start Family Educ. Program, Inc. v. Coop. Educ. Serv. Agency 11, 46 F.3d 629, 632–33 (7th Cir. 1995) (holding that judicial review is available partly because there is ample “law to apply” in administrative regulations).

167. See Madsen v. Dep’t of Agric., 866 F.2d 1035, 1037 (8th Cir. 1989) (holding that exception for judicial reviewability only applies when there is “no law to apply,” and that the Department’s regulation at issue does not meet such a standard).

168. See Greater L.A. Council on Deafness, Inc. v. Baldrige, 827 F.2d 1353, 1361 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that the Department’s regulation provides “law to apply” and therefore is reviewable).

169. See Thomas Brooks Chartered v. Burnett, 920 F.2d 634, 642 (10th Cir. 1990) (holding that affirmative agency action is reviewable where the agency purports to act pursuant to its own rules).

170. See CC Distribs., Inc. v. United States, 883 F.2d 146, 154 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (holding that the Department’s decision is reviewable because regulations promulgated by an administrative agency in carrying out its statutory mandate are reviewable).

focus is accordingly different, but important parallels remain. Discussion of
these details is the final administrative law premise needed for understanding
recursive deference.

For actions reviewable with deference, the governing framework is
foundationally identified with the Court's 1984 *Chevron* decision. By its
familiar two-step test, *Chevron* instructs that when an agency interprets an
ambiguous statute, courts must uphold the agency interpretation if it is
reasonable. Thus, step one is to ask whether the statutory provision that the
agency has interpreted is ambiguous or, instead, Congress has "directly spoken
to the precise question at issue." If the statutory provision is, indeed,
ambiguous, then step two is to ask whether the agency's chosen interpretation
reflects "a permissible construction of the statute." Where the choice
"represents a reasonable accommodation of conflicting policies that were
committed to the agency's care by the statute," the court should uphold it.
The agency's interpretation need not be the only permissible construction, and
the agency's choice need not be what the court itself would have chosen. Even
if both of these conditions are unmet, the court must still uphold the
agency's reasonable interpretation.

In addition to the content of *Chevron* itself, the court's jurisprudence on
deerence to agency action also speaks, not without some conflict, to when the
*Chevron* analysis should apply at all. One form of this antecedent inquiry,
known as step zero, is to ask whether the agency enjoys power delegated
from Congress to interpret a statute that the agency administers or otherwise
to "speak with the force of law." If the agency does not, or has not exercised
that power, then the reviewing court will not give the strong deference of
*Chevron.* The other form is to ask whether the subject of the agency action is
an issue so important—a so-called "major question"—that it would be

---
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implausible to infer a Congressional delegation of lawmaking power to the agency as to that issue. Where the agency action does implicate such a major question, the court, again, will not give the strong deference of Chevron. The court may still accord the agency more modest deference in proportion to the “persuasive force” of the agency’s reasoning, but that is all.

Where Chevron deference is concerned, Congressional intent remains just as essential as with statutes that command absolute deference to agency actions either by precluding review under § 701(a)(1) or by committing actions to the agency’s discretion under § 701(a)(2). The difference is that preclusion statutes turn on Congressional intent to withhold review, and commitment to agency discretion generally turns on Congressional intent to withhold any “law to apply.” For Chevron, the Congressional intent in question is the intent to delegate authority to the agency to “speak with the force of law.” To the extent that this delegation is lacking, the agency will receive little or no deference.

Like Congressional intent, also still essential to deferential review is proper respect for the separation of powers and the rule of law, though in this context, courts accord that respect differently. Under the Chenery doctrine, courts affirm or reject agency actions based only on the agency’s own reasons rather than
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Bunwell. 135 S. Ct. 2480 (2015). The Court in Bunwell upheld the permissibility of healthcare subsidies under the Affordable Care Act (ACA) for individuals purchasing insurance on a federal insurance exchange even though the language of the ACA referred to exchanges established by states. Id. at 2496. The Court was evaluating the IRS interpretation of that language and, rather than defer to the IRS, held that the question presented was of such “economic and political significance” that deference could not be justified. Id. at 2488–89. Instead, the Court evaluated the IRS’s position essentially de novo and ultimately found it satisfactory. Id.

182. FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 159 (2000) (explaining that “Congress is more likely to have focused upon, and answered, major questions, while leaving interstitial matters to answer themselves in the course of the statute’s daily administration”) (citing Stephen Breyer, Judicial Review of Questions of Law and Policy, 38 ADMIN. L. REV. 363, 370 (1986)).


184. See Mead, 533 U.S. at 235. The alternative, lesser form of deference was first articulated by the Court in Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134 (1944).

185. See supra notes 133–134 and accompanying text.

186. See supra notes 153–155 and accompanying text.

187. Mead, 533 U.S. at 229.

188. Further, and more basically, to the extent that the doctrine of implied delegation recedes under current criticisms and proposed legislative reforms, agencies may receive systematically less deference not because Chevron is unsatisfied but because it is simply less potent. See, e.g., Separation of Powers Restoration Act of 2017, H.R. 76, 115th Cong., 1st Sess. (2017) (abrogating Chevron and requiring courts to review all agency interpretation of statutory ambiguity de novo); Separation of Powers Restoration Act of 2016, H.R. 76, 114th Cong., 2d Sess. (2016) (same). The merits of these proposals are outside the scope of this Article.
on alternate reasons supplied by the reviewing court, for “[t]o do so would
propel the court into the domain which Congress has set aside exclusively for
the administrative agency.” 189 These agency rationales and arguments are what
the reviewing court considers—and all that it considers—when deciding
whether an agency interpretation is reasonable. 190 That is, an agency cannot
prevail at *Chevron* step two without satisfying *Chenery*. 191

Thus, courts contemplating deferential review under *Chevron* preserve the
separation of powers by stepping back and abstaining from crafting policy
justifications that are properly for the agency to craft. By contrast, courts that
are contemplating absolute deference to agencies via § 701(a)-style
unreviewability tend to preserve the separation of powers by stepping forward
as guardians of individual relief against unchecked agency power. And across
the spectrum of judicial review and judicial deference as to agency actions
discussed to this point, courts protect the rule of law by requiring the agency
under *Chenery* to articulate its reasoning, whether to defend the reasonableness
of its actions under *Chevron* or to show that its actions are not an abuse of
discretion even where review is otherwise unavailable under § 701(a).

This is significant because *Chenery* is applicable only where, and to the
extent that, judicial review is available. 192 The doctrine cannot subject an
otherwise unreviewable agency action to judicial review. 193 This is certainly
consistent with *Chenery*’s place in *Chevron* step two, for *Chevron* itself cannot
apply unless judicial review is already available. But as with preclusion statues
that command absolute deference to an agency action, the level of generality
at which the agency’s action is to be considered also matters for deference
under *Chevron* and reasoned decision making under *Chenery*.

For example, a court that were concerned about an agency’s abuse of
power might require the agency to give a more extensive account of its decision
making by conceptualizing the disputed agency action more broadly. The
operation of *Chenery* would remain unchanged, but its effect would be enlarged.
Likewise, if the same court and agency labored under a preclusion statute that
accorded absolute deference to one agency action but potentially left a second,

190. See Bank of Am., N.A. v. FDIC, 244 F.3d 1309, 1319 (11th Cir. 2001); Am.’s Cmty.
191. See Amy R. Motomura, Rethinking Administrative Law’s *Chenery* Doctrine: Lessons
from Patent Appeals at the Federal Circuit, 53 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 817, 872 (2014); Kevin M. Stack,
192. Interstate Commerce Comm’n v. Blvd. of Locomotive Eng’rs, 482 U.S. 270, 283
(1987) (explaining that *Chenery* “pertains to the basis that a court may use for the affirmance of
agency action that is reviewable”).
193. Id. (explaining further that “*Chenery* has nothing whatever to do with whether agency
action is reviewable”).
related agency action untouched, then the court might conceptualize the first (insulated) agency action narrowly and the second (reviewable) agency action broadly in order to maximize the degree to which the court could demand reasoning through *Chenery* and modulate its deference through *Chevron*, or even *Skidmore*.

D. **THE PROBLEM OF RECURSIVE DEFERENCE**

Recursive deference is a phenomenon in which these forms of absolute and non-absolute judicial deference combine to produce a more complex judicial inquiry. The simple case of recursive deference is a single agency action that would ordinarily be a candidate for *Chevron* deference but which may be unreviewable, i.e., may warrant absolute deference. This situation is functionally no different from a *Chevron* step zero inquiry. The action either is or is not “the type of agency action that merits deference” under *Chevron*, so *Chevron* either does or does not apply.

The nontrivial case, now observable in the shifting power dynamics between the Patent Office and the federal courts, is that of two interrelated agency actions—one of which may warrant *Chevron* deference and the other of which is purportedly unreviewable. Depending on how broad the scope of unreviewability is for the latter agency action and how closely related the two actions are, the first agency action may or may not receive *Chevron* deference.

This analytical framework does much to explain the PTAB’s piecemeal rejection of grounds that it considers redundant. Under *Cuozzo*, the institution decision itself is unreviewable. 195 Meanwhile, the related, underlying choice to institute petitions in part rather than in full is at least arguably ambiguous. 196 This connection between the first insulated agency action (institution) and the second, related agency action (partial institution) could lead to multiple possible outcomes. One is that institution as such may be defined broadly, with partial institution merely a lesser-included power. On this view, the preclusive scope of § 314(d) or § 324(c) insulates partial institution as well, and the agency’s *Chevron* obligation to show the reasonableness of its regulation is moot because the unavailability of judicial review forecloses any *Chenery* inquiry at *Chevron* step two. Another possible outcome is that the decision whether to institute is merely a binary threshold choice whereas the scope of PTAB review is an analytically distinct issue. On this view, an agency obligation under *Chenery* to explain its reasoning is viable because the power of partial institution—whether its statutory grounding is ambiguous or not—is judicially reviewable.

---


196. See supra notes 109–111 and accompanying text.
Thus, in practice, when determining whether an agency action merits deference, the recursion to see whether it is related enough to a second, unreviewable, agency action such that both may be unreviewable can be considered an intermediate step between step zero and step one.\textsuperscript{197} If the type of deference in question is \textit{Chevron}, the relevant agency action must not only reflect a delegation by Congress of authority to interpret the statute or otherwise speak with the force of law.\textsuperscript{198} The agency action must also fall outside the sweep of a second, related agency action that is unreviewable.

IV. RESOLUTION AND FUTURE PROBLEMS

Since the Patent Office practice of redundancy-based rejections came to the fore, two of the underlying open questions of PTAB structure have been resolved. The PTAB has also responded to criticism of its opaque decision making by scaling back its rejection of redundant grounds, though this trend is more ambiguous. Still, the larger structural concern articulated by Judge Reyna in \textit{Shaw Industries},\textsuperscript{199} that the Patent Office will claim unreviewable discretion and the public will have little or no guidance on what boundaries the Federal Circuit is prepared to impose on these claims, still persists. In short, the problem of redundant grounds may resurface, and other similar problems may arise.

A. STRUCTURAL GUIDANCE ON PARTIAL INSTITUTION

The first open question of PTAB structure that has now been resolved is that of adjudicating petitions piecemeal at the institution stage rather than fully granting or fully denying review. In \textit{SAS Institute v. Iancu}, the Supreme Court this past Term held that the statute does not permit partial institution on a claim-by-claim basis.\textsuperscript{200} A reasonable likelihood of eventual success on the merits of the petition\textsuperscript{201} means “only that the Director can decide ‘whether’ to institute the requested review—not ‘whether and to what extent’ review should proceed.”\textsuperscript{202} In other words, the Court rejected the theory that the PTAB’s discretionary power to institute carries with it a lesser-included power to select a subset of challenged patent claims on which to proceed with review.\textsuperscript{203}

\textsuperscript{197} See supra notes 172–178 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{198} See supra notes 178–180 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{199} See supra notes 101–102 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{201} Although this is the institution criterion for inter partes review, see 35 U.S.C. § 314(a) (2012), the Court’s logic would likely apply with equal force to the institution criterion for post-grant review and covered business method review under § 324(a).
\textsuperscript{202} SAS Inst., 138 S. Ct. at 1356.
\textsuperscript{203} See supra note 110 and accompanying text.
As a result, the Patent Office regulation providing for partial institution is, at least to the extent of choosing among patent claims, invalid as contrary to statute. It is as yet unclear whether the remainder of that regulation, which also provides for instituting review upon certain patent claims on certain grounds, has survived *SAS Institute*.

For the time being, the Patent Office is not leaving much to chance. In guidance issued two days after the decision in *SAS Institute*, the agency announced that it would henceforth institute on all patent claims in a petition (or none at all), as well as on all challenges in the petition (or none at all). In both the guidance document itself and in a subsequent “Chat with the Chief” held by PTAB Chief Judge David Ruschke, the agency stated its view that *SAS Institute* requires a binary decision only as to all patent claims challenged in the petition, not as to all challenges raised in the petition. The PTAB leadership is showing an abundance of caution but reserving for itself the right to change course later.

As a matter of agency policy, this is entirely sensible. Several hundred inter partes reviews are currently pending in the PTAB, and, of these, the agency estimates that close to a fifth were instituted piecemeal. These pending cases must now also be brought into compliance, and a broadly precautionary stance by the agency is likely to serve as a strong signal to litigants about the changing landscape of incentives in PTAB adjudication. In the context of pending cases, the effect of such signaling may be, in many cases, to encourage resolution of the statutory deficiency by the parties themselves, e.g., through joint termination of the inter partes review.

Nevertheless, as a matter of the legislative policy balance that Congress...
struck in the AIA itself, the agency’s desire to preserve its options means that the ability to reject redundant grounds—or, indeed, to claim other new forms of discretion under the cover of unreviewable power over institutions—may yet return.

B. STRUCTURAL GUIDANCE ON JUDICIAL REVIEW

The second open question of PTAB structure that has now been resolved is that of unreviewability itself. The resolution is not complete: the courts have not said, nor would likely purport to say, where any bright line lies between the unreviewable power over institution and reviewable powers over related matters. But the en banc Federal Circuit in *Wi-Fi One LLC v. Broadcom Corp.* and the Supreme Court in *SAS Institute* have both recognized important limits on the exceedingly broad mandate that the Patent Office took from *Cuozzo* about unreviewable agency discretion. It was this very mandate, in fact, on which the agency rested its expansive position in *Shaw Industries* about “complete discretion to deny institution” without “even hav[ing] to state in our institution decisions why we’re choosing not to go forward.”

The issue presented in *Wi-Fi One* was whether the one-year deadline from the filing of an infringement lawsuit, within which a petition for inter partes review must be brought, is susceptible to ordinary judicial review. The Patent Office had previously argued—and a panel of the Federal Circuit had agreed in *Achates Reference Publishing v. Apple*—that the PTAB’s application of this one-year time bar was merely incidental to its general power over institution, and was therefore unreviewable. Notably, this broad view of agency discretion preceded the Supreme Court’s June 2016 decision in *Cuozzo* but did rest on the Federal Circuit’s own panel decision in *Cuozzo*, which the Supreme Court ultimately approved.

One of the most important intervening changes between *Achates* and *Wi-Fi One* was the Patent Office’s ascendant series of litigation positions regarding
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212. See 35 U.S.C. § 315(b) (2012) (providing that “inter partes review may not be instituted if the petition requesting the proceeding is filed more than 1 year after the date on which the petitioner, real party in interest, or privy of the petitioner is served with a complaint alleging infringement of the patent”).
213. *Wi-Fi One*, 878 F.3d at 1367.
214. 803 F.3d 652 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
215. See supra note 115 and accompanying text.
216. In re Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC, 778 F.3d 1271 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
judicial unreviewability. The impact of these positions was forcefully articulated in Judge Reyna’s separate opinion in *Shaw Industries* but arose in other contexts as well. For example, in *Knowles Electronics v. Matal*, the Federal Circuit panel ordered additional briefing on whether the Patent Office was required separately to show its own Article III standing to exercise its statutory power to intervene on appeal where one of the litigants was absent from the appeal (in fact, the litigant whose position the agency was espousing). In fact, there is good reason to think the Patent Office does have this obligation, especially in light of its strategic, policy-oriented pattern of deciding when to intervene. The agency, however, again took a highly expansive view on each successive question in the supplemental briefing order: the Patent Office need not separately show its own Article III standing; if it did, such standing existed in the case at bar; and regardless, the agency is free to take any position on appeal that it wants. Given this persistent pattern of agency self-aggrandizement, the strong and clear deceleratory outcome in *Wi-Fi One* is a welcome reversal.

So, too, is the Supreme Court’s consensus in *SAS Institute* that the question of partial institution is plainly reviewable notwithstanding *Cuezo*. The decision as a whole was split 5–4, with Justice Gorsuch writing for the majority and Justice Breyer writing the principal dissent for the remaining justices. The majority held that the text of the institution standard in § 314(a) was unambiguous and that the agency’s argument for deference failed at *Chevron*
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218. See generally Vishnubhakat, supra note 114 (arguing that the series of positions that the Patent Office has taken on judicial unreviewability under § 314(d) reflects systematic encroachments by the agency on judicial powers that the AIA left undisturbed, and that these encroachments have weakened the emergent court-agency border in patent law under the AIA).
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step one. Importantly, and apropos of the recursive deference inquiry, the majority also held that the antecedent question, even before *Chevron*, of whether partial institution is authorized by statute is not closely tied to the binary power of the PTAB over institutions.

Meanwhile, Justice Breyer's dissent held that the institution standard of § 314(a) was, indeed, ambiguous and that the resolution of that ambiguity by a Patent Office rule intended to streamline administrative adjudication—by focusing the parameters of the dispute through partial institution—was reasonable. Even to reach the *Chevron* inquiry, however, Justice Breyer had to do the same thing the majority did: conclude that the issue was susceptible of judicial review. The majority saw no need to evaluate the agency's policy reasoning for reasonableness, and the dissent both made the evaluation and found it satisfactory. But the entire Court implicitly agreed that the *Chevron* inquiry itself was viable because the agency’s underlying action was not insulated from judicial oversight altogether. Just as *Wi-Fi One* does, *SAS Institute* represents a significant limit on the reach of *Cuozzo* and the ability of the Patent Office to rely on that precedent for broad claims to unchecked discretion.

The upshot of these judicial resolutions for the structure of the PTAB is that the early and expansive Patent Office position on rejecting redundant grounds without defense or even explanation is probably not tenable anymore. Still, a more modest reformulation of that practice remains possible, as do new claims of agency power.

C. CONTRACTION OF REDUNDANT-GROUNDS ANALYSIS

The tide of the non-doctrine of redundancy appears now to be ebbing. Since the practice of rejecting otherwise meritorious grounds piecemeal for being redundant first arose, primarily in covered business method reviews, it has been deployed in over 700 institution decisions on petitions for inter partes review from March 2013, when the first institution decisions began to issue, through July 2017. As Figure 1 shows, the monthly volume of institution decisions that relied on redundancy-based filtering rose quickly through 2013 and reached a high-water mark in 2014, receding thereafter to relatively modest monthly levels from late 2015 onward.
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It is ambiguous, however, what the source of this ebb actually is. One plausible explanation is that the agency itself has responded to the raft of criticism about the ill effects of its redundancy-based rejections, such as prejudice from estoppel, and the skepticism about the agency's authority to engage in the practice at all. For all that the Patent Office has done since the AIA to enlarge its autonomy relative to the supervisory power of the Federal Circuit, it remains an institution that is, politically speaking, impressively sensitive to input from its various public constituencies.

Also plausible, however, is that the decline in rejections of redundant grounds simply reflects a decline in the assertion by petitioners of grounds that the PTAB would find redundant. In other words, the agency may not be staying its hand at all. Litigants may simply be learning. Descriptive statistics, meanwhile, are not enough to disentangle cause and effect in this regard.

Ultimately, however, both accounts are problematic for the same reason. If the agency is exercising restraint today, it may reverse course tomorrow, and if litigants are learning today, their lessons are always at the mercy of the agency's self-styled discretion. Mechanisms do exist for the Patent Office to create credible and durable checks on its own ability to change course in this regard, as in others, but thus far it has not done so.

The most straightforward way would be to identify an institution decision of the PTAB that articulates a coherent—and, ideally, judicially ratified—view of redundant grounds and designate that PTAB opinion precedential. In the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Rejections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep-2012</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-2012</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-2012</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-2012</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-2013</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

230. See, e.g., Bob High, Comment, Redundant Prior Art References and Their Prejudicial Effects on Post-Issuance Review Petitioners, 65 EMORY L.J. 581 (2015) (arguing that petitioners would be prejudiced by being “forced to assert a ground of unpatentability that turns out to be weaker than grounds declared redundant” while estoppel would attach as to both grounds).

231. See generally Saurabh Vishnubhakat, Disguised Patent Policymaking, 104 IOWA L. REV. (forthcoming 2019) (discussing the political valence of Patent Office decision making under the AIA, which has been relatively obscured by the dominant narrative of the agency's technical expertise).

232. See generally Saurabh Vishnubhakat, Precedent and Process in the Patent Trial and Appeal
hierarchy of PTAB designations, “representative opinions are a descriptive curation of routine opinions. Informative opinions go beyond merely surveying an issue and synthesize some further normative guidance. Precedential opinions go further still and make the synthesis binding.”

Departure from an opinion designated precedential would require supersession by binding authority, such as a Federal Circuit decision or a contrary redesignation, akin to reversing the policy of agency rulemaking either by judicial invalidation or by expending the political and material cost of a second rulemaking.

Instead, the PTAB points to only one opinion as having any guidance value at all on redundant grounds: *Liberty Mutual v. Progressive Casualty*, a 2012 institution decision that came well before either the systemic effects of redundancy-based screening came to the fore or the agency’s troubled quest for judicially unreviewable discretion unfolded. Presently, *Liberty Mutual* holds the least authoritative PTAB designation, that of “Other Representative Orders and Decisions.”

Instead of this equivocal contraction by the agency, the greater check on agency practice with respect to redundant grounds seems to have been imposed externally, by the Federal Circuit. In *CRFD Research v. Matal*, the PTAB declined to institute review on an argument by petitioner Hulu that patent owner CRFD’s patent was obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103 in view of a prior art patent issued to inventor Bates. Hulu argued that CRFD’s patent was obvious not only in light of Bates alone but also in light of the combination of Bates with other patents. The PTAB granted review on the latter argument but rejected as redundant the argument of obviousness in light of Bates alone.

However, rather than deferring to agency discretion as it had done in *Shaw Industries* and other cases, the Federal Circuit in *CRFD Research* held that the
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PTAB erred and that its redundancy-based rejection was both reviewable and, in the case at bar, improper.\(^{240}\) The court explained:

To bar Hulu from pressing an argument it raised in a ground the Board found “redundant” and that it expressly incorporated into other proposed grounds of unpatentability on which the Board instituted would not only unfairly prejudice Hulu, but would also raise questions about the propriety of the Board’s redundancy decision.\(^{241}\)

Like the recent judicial guidance on partial institution and judicial review,\(^{242}\) this concern for unfair prejudice against the petitioner and interrogation of the propriety of rejecting grounds as redundant is new in the PTAB’s experience and a welcome reversal of past leniencies.

V. CONCLUSION

The trajectory of the Patent Office experiment with attempting to manage its docket by rejecting grounds for redundancy is a stark case study in the sensitivity of administrative adjudication to early structural choices and persistent enlargements of agency power. The agency’s diversely applied but coherently revealed preference for claiming broad discretion under the nonappealability provisions of §§ 314(d) and 324(e) was built on a number of analytical premises. One was that the agency could sweep more and more of its adjudication-related actions, which are susceptible to ordinary judicial review, into the ambit of its screening-related actions, which are immune from review. This was plausible, at least initially, because the standard for screening overlapped significantly with merits adjudication itself by inquiring into the likelihood of eventual success in the case. This view was ultimately vindicated in *Cuozzo* and did much of the doctrinal work for Patent Office claims of discretion.

Another premise was that the PTAB could properly create for itself by regulation the authority to make partial institutions. This, too, was initially plausible because the institution statute could be read as ambiguous and thus within the purview of *Chevron* deference. This view ultimately failed in *SAS Institute*, which also laid down an important limit on the logic and reach of *Cuozzo*.

In the end, however, the glue that held the syllogism together for so long was the Patent Office’s reliance on the recursive relationship between judicial deference to its interpretation of the institution statute and the antecedent

\(^{240}\) See id.

\(^{241}\) Id.

\(^{242}\) See supra Sections IV.A–IV.B.
availability of judicial review of actions related, whether closely or distantly, to institution. The positions of the Patent Office reflected, quite early in the history of the AIA, a recognition that even if *Chevron* deference could not be had, the *Chenery* obligation of reason-giving at step two of *Chevron* presupposed reviewability. If that reviewability could be argued away, the end result would be the same: autonomy for the agency, free from oversight by the Federal Circuit.

This last insight has only just begun to see daylight in the Federal Circuit’s case law. The rejection in *CRFD Research* of a redundant-grounds approach suggests that the court may be willing to look beyond its initial approbations of the PTAB’s discretion and hold the PTAB more accountable for its obligations of reasoned decision making and transparency, virtues that are often tempting to compromise in the pursuit of efficiency and the lure of technocratic expertise. The agency’s own drawdown of rejecting redundant grounds is encouraging but ambiguous and easily reversible. Latent potential remains for the problem to return and for new claims of agency power to arise in the same vein. In this setting of disequilibrium between the courts and the Patent Office, as the system of AIA proceedings continues to mature, the work of the judiciary in disciplining agency excess is not yet complete.